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Wild for Wolves! 

Wolves are members of the Canidae, or dog, family. They used to live in 

North America, Asia, and Europe. People did not Rnow very much about wolves 

bad? then, and were afraid of them. Farmers thought they were Rilling their 

cattle, so they removed the wolves from the area. Today, wolves live in certain 

sections of the United States, Canada, and AlasRO, with some in Europe. Wolves 

are now endangered, which means that there are few left. 

Wolves live in groups called poem. Poem contain the mother, father, and their 

pups. The parents are the leaders of the pad?, and are also called the alpha 

male and alpha female. Wolves eat other animals to survive, which maRes them 

carnivores. Although many people fear wolves, they are not dangerous to 

people. In fact, they usually try to stay away from humans. There are two 

species of wolves in North America, the gray wolf and the red wolf. 
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Meet the Gray Wolf 
The gray wolf is also called the timber wolf and is the largest member of the 
Canidae (or dog) family. Adults can be as long as 6 ½ feet from their nose to the 
tip of their tail and be 3 feet tall. Wolves can weigh as much as 175 pounds! 

The wolf is a powerful, muscular animal with a thicR bushy tail. Wolves can be 
pure white, gray, or blacR. 

What They Eat 

Wolves eat large hoofed mammals, such as deer, moose, elR, caribou, bison, and 
mountain sheep. If these larger animals are not available, wolves will also eat 
smaller mammals such as beaver, rabbits, and small rodents. In summer, berries 
may also be added to their diet. 

Habitat 

Wolves require no shelter, although females will dig dens or use existing caves in 
which to have their pups. · 

The gray wolf prefers to live in open woodlands, tundra (a frozen area with few 
trees), or forests. 
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Mammals! 
Wolves are mammals, which means that they have fur, give birth to live young, and are warm 
blooded. Don't peeh, but you'll find the amwe11 at the bach of this pachet when you're done! 

Using the pictures below, find a mammal that ... 

1. Vou would find in the arctic 

2. Loves to fly around at night and eat mosquitoes _______ _ 

3 . lives in a group called a "pach" _______ _ 

4 . Helps us do worb -------
5 . Uses wood for food and to build their homes --------
6. Eab only plants, particularly bamboo ---------
7. May eat out of your garden ---------
8. Has great hearing, due to the tufts of hair on the top of their ean --------

9 . Can walb, talb, read, and write 

10. May live to be 70 years old 

/ ). 

i 

' /' 
' 

11 . 
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Habitat is Home 

A habitat is the place where people, animals, and plants live and call their home. 

Examples of a habitat could be a prairie, a forest, the ocean, or even your 

bacl:?yard! Gray wolves live in plains, forests, or tundra in Canada, Alasl?a, 

Minnesota, Montana, Washington, and Yellowstone National Parl? in Wyoming. 

Circle the type of habitat that you live in. 

cs sq 

City Town Country 

People and animals need shelter. What type of shelter do you live in? 

House Farm 

Apartment Mobile Home 
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Who Do You Share Your Habitat With? 

Many furry friends share your habitat with you. Write down the names of some 
of the animals that you see in your neighborhood. 

What is your favorite animal that lives in your habitat? 

Can you thinR of some reasons why the habitat you live in con also be the 

habitat of your favorite animal? Here ore some clues ... What food does it lit?e? 
What type of shelter does it need? 

What is one animal that DOES NOT live in your neighborhood? 

Can you thint? of some reasons why it cannot live in your neighborhood? 
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Leader of the Pact:? 

Wolves are very social animals. They live in families called pact?s. Wotf pacR:S 

hunt together, play together, and all help in raising wolf pups. The alpha male 

and alpha female mahe the decisions of the pact:?. Pact:?s usually have 6 or 7 

members, but some can have up to 15 wolves! People are social animals, too. 

You can thint? of your family lit-?e a "pact:?." Answer these questions about your 

"pad?." 

Who is t he alpha female in your pacb? 

Who is the alpha male in your pad~? 

How many "pups" are in your pad~? 

What are their names? 

Who are some other members in your pacR? (Aunts, Uncles, Grandparents, 
Cousins) ________________________ _ 

What do you do to help out your pact:? at home? 
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Puppy Prowl 

Wolves usually have 4-5 puppies that are born in the spring. Each puppy weighs 

about t pound. When they are born, their eyes are closed, they cannot wall:?, but 

they have fur. The mother wolf feeds the babies mill:? and the other members of 

the pact:? bring food to the mother. When the pups are 2 weel:?s old, they open 

their eyes. By 3 weel:?s they begin to play around the den. Once the pups are 

able to eat meat, all the members of the pact:? help to hunt food for the pups. 

They eat the food, wall:? bacl:? to the den, and regurgitate it bacl:? up for the 
pups. 

How much did you weigh ,Mhen you were born? _______ _ 

What season were you born in? --------
What was your favorite thing to eat when you were a baby? 

Why do you thinl:? the adult wolves carry the food for the pups in their stomachs 

instead of in their mouths? 

Red wolf father, mother, and pup 
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Wolfing Down Dinner 

Wolves eat meat. Animals that eat meat are called carnivores. In order to eat, 
the pad~ must worR together to find and Rill their prey. Animal~ that hunt their 

food are called predators. Did you Rnow that wolves can eat every 5-6 hours 
when there is plenty of food available, or they can live on scraps for 2 weet:?s 

when there is less food around? Wolves eat their food very quicRly, probably to 

protect it from being stolen. They eat the best parts first, and come bad~ later 

for the remainder, as they can't afford to be wasteful. They will hide food in the 

mow, or icy soil, which helps to preserve it, and protect it from other animals. 

Citcle the foods that you thinR wolves would eat. 

Put a s1111a1e around the foods that you eat. 

Are there any foods that both you and wolves eat? 
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Color the picture of the gray wolf, and then draw its habitat around it. 
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Amazing Adaptations! 
An odQptatJ0(1 t5 ~omething 011 or, animaf-s bo..~, or something an anirna~ does that helP1 it 

H.1ru,ve. WoNes have a lot of s.pecial adaptations. TI,eir coab are made up of wooty hs that 

~~ them warm in the winter. ~ , also have larg,c pow~ that l'lelp them ux:rlb in tl'le sf'l04,.I.I. 

To help tl'lern hrnrt their p~. \Vvk.!'t?i haw a gireot \emt" of ~,neM and QrKl't hearing! 

Ail animal~ 00\1(" ~p{'<iol and unique adaptations .. Con ~IIOU dr01 .. v lil"le) to match up the 

adaptation \uith t~ animok below: 

Large tail to help it swim 

Fur keeps it warm in the cold wieather 

Stores fat and water easily to help it during 

the ex1reme summer months. 

Great evesioht allows it to hunt at night. . ~ 

Large paws aliow it to walk easily in the 

snO\f\" 
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The Red Wolf 

The red wolf is the other species of wolf that lives in North America. They are 

smaller than gray wolves, but larger than coyotes. Red wolves have brown fur 

with some reddish-blad? hairs mixed in. lhey have tall pointy ears and long slim 

legs. Red wolves were one of the top predators in the southeastern United 

States, but by the 1920s, lil:?e the gray wolf, the red wolf's numbers had 

considerably declined due to Rilling and habitat loss. By 1970, fewer than 100 

red wolves remained in the United States. At this point, wildlife biologists at the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service set up a captive breeding program to help increase 
the red wolf's numbers. Today, some red wolves have been released bact? into 

the wild in Northeastern North Carolina, but they still need a lot of help! 

The Woodlands Nature Station at Land Between The Lat:?es has red wolves that 

are a part of the captive breeding program! 
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Red Wolf Geography 

Today, 33 zoos and nature centen in 21 states (as well as Washington, D.q 
participate in the national red wolf breeding program. Below are the states that 

have at least one nature center or zoo that is helping the red wolves. Can you 

color each state that has at least one breeding program in it? 

Washington Illinois (2) Tennessee (2) 

California Missouri North Carolina (3) 

South DaRota Kentuct=ily Washington D.C. 

Texas (3) Louisiana (2) Pennsylvania 

Minnesota Florida (3) New VorR (3) 

Wisconsin South Carolina Ohio 

Rhode Island Connecticut West Virginia 
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What's The Difference?! 

A Venn diagram is used to show how 2 things are similar and different. Fill in the 

Venn diagram below by using the phrases that describe the gray wolf, red wolf, 

or both! 

Tall, pointy ears 

Cray fur 

Biggest wolf 

Long, st?inny legs 

Carnivore 

Lives in dens · 

Captive breeding program 

Brown fur with reddish blact:? hairs 

Family is called a pact? 

Pups born with eyes closed 
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Come to Vour Senses 
We explore and learn about the world around us by using ours semes. We see 

where we are going, taste delicious food, hear our friends talt?ing to us, feel if 
something is hot or cold, and smell cooRies bat?ing in the oven! 

Animals rely on their 5 senses too! Wolves and other animals use them to find 

food, communicate with each other, and t?now when danger is near. 

Can you match the animal with the sense they strongly 

rely on? 

1. My eyesight is 4 times better than humans. This helps me to spot a fish while 

I'm sitting in a tree or soaring overhead. 

2. My tongue has no taste buds! Instead, I stid~ it out and use it to bring smells 

and tastes into my mouth. Once there, my brain can figure out what is around 

me! 

3. I use my whisl:?ers as my sense of touch. They help me stay safe by letting me 

sense if I'm in danger. 

4. My sense of hearing is so great that as I hunt at night I can hear a mouse 

scurrying through the grass below! 
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Come to Your Senses, Continued! 
DID YOU KNOW!? 

., Wolves can smell 100 times better than we can! Their sense of smell lets them bnow 
if other wolves live in an area. They also use it to find each other and to bnow when 
food or danger is near. 

• Wolves can hear as far as six miles away in the forest and ten miles in the open! 
Their large, pointed ears act libe big scoop~ to catch lots of sound. A wolf can hear 
so ,.vell that they can locate rodents under a snow pacb! 

Due to their great hearing and sense of smell, wolves rely on those 2 senses more than 

sight to find and catch their prey! 

Get Out and Learn! 

Now spend some time outdoors! Pich a small area in your yard and mabe it your 

"exploration spot." Then answer the questions below! 

• What do you see in your exploration spot? What is the neatest thing you can see? 

• Do you hear anything? 

• Is there anything in your exploration spot that you want to touch? Is there anything 
that you don't want to touch? 

• Do you smell anything? 

• You probably don't want to taste anything, but are there items in your exploration 
spot that animals may want to taste or eat? 
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Wild for Wolves! 
Wow! We've covered a lot of information! Throughout the pacRet, there were a 

lot of underlined words that described how wolves act, live, play, and eat. Can 

you fill in the blant?s with the new words you learned? 

Endangered 

Gray 1 • .volf 

Predator 

Mammal 

Red wolf 

Conservation timeline 

Carnivore 

Alpha male/ alpha female 

Captive breeding program 

1. A species that could potentially be gone forever if not protected. 

2. The largest member of the Canidae (dog) family. 

3. The smaller cousin to the gray wolf. ----------
4. An animal that eats fruits and vegetables is called an herbivore. An 
animal that eats meat is called a ----------
5. An animal that hunb and t?ills its prey. 

6. The adults that are the head of a pad~. ----------
7. Due to their very low numbers, a _____ ----· 
was set up to maRe sure the red wolves do not become extinct. 
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rfest \ 7our ,volf Kno,,,ledge! 

2 3 4 

5 

6 

7 

8 9 

10 

11 

ACAOSS 

2 The Woodlands Nature§ Station hm a captive breeding program for this type of wolf. 

6. Wolves hunt their food, mabing them a -----
8. VJolvei live in families called -----
10. Animals that eat fruits and vegetables are called herbivores. Wolves eat meat, mabing 
them -------
11. The two species of wolves found in North America are the ___ wolf and the red wolf. 

DOWN 

I. The male and female are the leaders of a group of wolve1. ---
3. Wolves are considered an species, due to their low numbers. -----
4. This beeps wolves warm in the winter. 

5. Any animal that is warm-blooded and gives birth to live young. 

7. Baby wolves are cOJlled ----
9 . What season are baby wolves usually born in? 
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Want to Learn More?! 

• National Geographic's "Creature Feature" gives you facts, photo~, videos, 

and more of the gray wolf. 

http:/ /~ids.nationalgeographic.com/ Animals/CreatureFeature/Graywolf 

• Defender,, of Wildlife will give you more information on the red wolf 
recovery program and how you can help! 

http:/ /www.defenders.org/wildlife _and_ habitat/wildlife/red_ wolf .php 

Just for fun! 
e Do you want to hear the wolf's side of "The 3 Little Pigs'1 story? Checl:? out 

The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs by Jon Sciesz~a 

~ Have you ever wanted to become an animal? Now you can! Find out 
how at www.BuildYourWildSelf.com 
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ORIGAMI WOLF PACK 
\X/ olves may be rare or endangered where 
you live, but through origami, create your 
own wolf pack. 

ngam1 o r " paper folding" 1s a Japanese art 

form dating back to about 1682. 

materials · 
• You may use any size paper, but it must be 

square . Lightweight paper is easier to crease; 

newspaper works fine . 

• Yo u may use any color paper, but wolves 

are generally black , white , or gray . Pups 

born to the same parents at the same time 

may differ in color. 

• The color of the wolf's coat often blends 

with the surroundings in which the 

animal lives . 

directiovis 

Ho w many wolves sho uld yo u make, that 

is , how many animals are generally in a 

wolf pack? 

• The number varies . Packs usually have 5-8 

family members. However , packs can be as 

small as two or as large as thirty animals . 

• In every pack there 

is a leader-the 

ALPHA animal. 

Quite often there are an 

alpha male and female . 

(The alpha male is usually 

dominant to the alpha female .) This pair 

decides the pack 's activities. Generally . only 

the alpha pair breed and produce pups. 

However , the entire pack hunts and cares 

for the pups. 

1 . Fold 
Up 

2 . Fold 
To 
Left 

3. Fold 
Flap 
Up 

4 . Turn 
Over 

5 . Fold 
Other 
Flap Up 

6. Rot.ace 
45° 

7. Fold 
Both 
Ends 
To Center 

8. Separate 
Flaps 

9. Fold 
Center 
Poinc 
O oum 

Pattern published wich permmion of ics CTe!ltor, MR MITSUO O K UDA , 
fwm his original des ign , 'Seacea Fo:r. ,' rem led, 'Gr<l) Wol f. ' 


